As the backbone of modern global commerce, logistics, warehousing, and distribution have received their own
share of furious upgrades in terms of methodologies and technologies. Distribution support, for one, is a core
type of functionality many businesses. Any time a company needs to get products through to their intended
customers, distribution software tools become crucial in handling the business in a modern, sophisticated way.
If you are in the market for a distribution software—and there are many of them—we are featuring the best
distribution software for your convenience.
#1 Ranking - Systum
Systum is a novel cloud-hosted omnichannel distribution software that bills itself as an integrated system. It
simplifies the various aspects of wholesale distribution from inventory to sales & order to purchasing,
warehouse and shipping. It also includes a built-in CRM, business intelligence and marketplace channel
integrations.
The platform likewise allows you to create a B2B portal for clients for self-service orders and invoices. For
greater mobility and overall flexibility to your day-to-day operations, the system is accessible from iOS devices.
As a single platform for all your key business processes, Systum can provide you with insights from
consolidated data. You also get more visibility across the myriad aspects of your business with all key
information under one roof.
The software architecture is designed for speed in scaling to match an accelerated growth. Small businesses
with growing needs will find Systum able to match their requirements, as mid-sized enterprises experiencing
rapid expansion can keep their growth momentum with the system.
Why choose Systum?
1. Multichannel Sales. -Systum allows users to have a single control center to monitor, manage, and record
sales. Regardless of where the sale is made, all sales data go straight to one hub that captures important
information. The time it takes in building a robust inventory is effectively shortened.
2. CEO Dashboard. Business owners pull out or process
necessary data on demand and wherever they may be. Stocks
and orders that need urgent attention are easily monitored or
analyzed. Dashboards have user permissions in case you want
to limit access to sensitive details.
3. Multiplatform Data Analysis. Data from various sources are
pooled, consolidated and processed in real time or on demand.
Without needing to access data from separate third-party
software, you can quickly generate reports for urgent matters or
strategic planning.
4. Quick ecommerce setup. The vendor can set up a robust
eCommerce platform customized to your needs fast.
5. Drop ship. Systum enables you to maintain stocks through drop shipping. This setup helps ensure you do
not run out of inventory during unforeseen demand or sudden peaks in orders.
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